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space and subtle matter in descartes’s metaphysics - space and subtle matter in descartes’s
metaphysics jonathan bennett [from r. gennaro and c. heunemann (eds), new essays on the rationalists
(oxford university press, 1999), pp. 3–25.] 1. space as extended nothing descartes’s views about matter and
space are more inter-esting, instructive, and problematic than has been generally new essays on the
rationalists - incredibleoceans - new essays on the a priori - oxford scholarship free essay, coursework, and
dissertation samples. our samples can be of a great help to students who choose to write papers on their own.
such students are welcome to use one of our ready projects in order to ... new essays on the rationalists
keywords: leibniz and locke on natural kinds - university of kentucky - \locke and leibniz and the debate
over species," in new essays on the rationalists, rocco gennaro and charles huenemann (eds.), oxford: oxford
university press, 1999, pp. 163-76; and jonathan bennett, learning from six philosophers, oxford: oxford
university press, 2001, vol. 2, ch. 26. philosophy 306: the rationalists (winter session 2018 ... - (a) all
essays must be typed (12-font, times), double-spaced, paginated, and contain the word-count on the front
cover . essays should be stapled, not paper-clipped. spinoza's necessitarianism: strong or moderate? charles huenemann (eds.), new essays on the rationalists (oxford: oxford university press, 1999), pp. 244-245.
page 3 this reading, curley and walski maintain, better reflects spinoza’s notion of necessity. descartes and
the immortality of the soul - marleen rozemond - new essays on the rationalists (new york and oxford:
oxford university press, 1999); dan kaufman, ‘cartesian substances, individual bodies, and corruptibility’,
unpublished manuscript. other interpreters have held that descartes argues that immortality derives from
indivisibility. my interpretation will argue that both descartes and galileo: copernicanism and the
metaphysical ... - new essays on the rationalists (oxford), 314). for garrett, the sheer number of claims in
which spinoza refers to “striving” constitutes evidence that spinoza is “a committed teleologist”: “each of
these claims seems intended to license teleological predictions and explanations” (ibid 313-314). alternative
possibilities in descartes s fourth meditation ... - ‘descartes on spontaneity, indiﬀerence, and
alternatives’, in new essays on the rationalists, edited by rocco j. gennaro and charles huenemann (oxford:
oxford university press, 1999) 179–99. common course syllabus philosophy 72: history of ... kingsborough community college . of . the city university of new york . common course syllabus . 1. course
number and title: philosophy 72: history of philosophy; the modern philosophers metaphysics course
2009-10 - garybanham - r.j. gennaro and c. huen (eds.) (1999) new essays on the rationalists (oxford
university press) marjorie grene (1998) descartes (hackett) m. hooker (1978) descartes: critical and
interpretative essays (johns hopkins university press) h. ishiguro (1972) leibniz’s philosophy of logic and
language (duckworth) matthew f. stuart - bowdoin - “descartes’s extended substances,” in new essays on
the rationalists, r. gennaro & c. huenemann, eds., oxford university press, 1999, pp.82-104. ... referee for
oxford university press, routledge, british journal for the history of philosophy, philosophy garrett cv july
2018 - nyuad.nyu - nature and necessity in spinoza’s philosophy (new york: oxford university press, 2018)
hume (new york and london: routledge, 2015) ... “teleological explanation in spinoza and early modern
rationalism,” in new essays on the rationalists, edited by charles huenemann and rocco j. gennaro (new york:
oxford the contributors - springer - editor of new essays on the rationalists from oxford university press.
richard mason is a fellow of wolfson college, cambridge. he is the author of many articles on the history of
philosophy and on philosophical logic. he is the author of the recently published the god ofspinoza from
curriculum vitae rocco j. gennaro - facultyi - new essays on the rationalists, edited with charles
huenemann, oxford university press, 1999. 2. consciousness and self-consciousness: a defense of the higherorder thought theory of consciousness, john benjamins publishers, 1996. (advances in consciousness research
book series.)
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